AbstractÐShadows of moving objects often obstruct robust visual tracking. We propose an HMM-based segmentation method which classifies in real time each pixel or region into three categories: shadows, foreground, and background objects. In the case of traffic monitoring movies, the effectiveness of the proposed method has been proven through experimental results.
RELATED RESEARCH
A number of researchers have adopted image differentiation techniques such as background subtraction and interframe differentiation [11] , [2] , [10] , [13] to make the trackers reliable. Background subtraction methods are based on the assumption that the background is perfectly static. This assumption seems unrealistic for outdoor systems. Moreover, this method cannot remove the shadows of moving objects, such as vehicles. On the other hand, interframe differentiation has the advantage that the shadows only appear as outlines on the resulting image. However, the homogeneous regions inside the vehicle appear as background regions. Thus, it is difficult to distinguish vehicles from shadows by using image differentiation techniques.
Another approach is to enhance immunity to distracting background objects by modeling the background [12] , [16] , [7] , [15] . Toyama, et al. [16] discussed the issue of background maintenance by using a multilayered approach. The intensity distribution over time is modeled as an autoregressive process of order 30, but the computation costs seem to be too expensive for real-time systems. Haritaoglu, et al. [7] composed a simple grayvalue distribution model for the background. According to this method, the background is modeled by representing each pixel by three values: the pixel's minimum and maximum intensities and the largest interframe difference between two consecutive frames during the training period. With this distribution model, the system determines whether a part of the scene contains foreground objects. However, the obtained foreground image is not sufficiently clear, so it cannot be used for tracking. Rowe and Blake [15] proposed a statistical model for the distribution of intensities of the background pixels. They investigated the special case of a video camera mounted on a pan-tilt head. In this case, they could not use a global threshold for foreground-background separation because of the intensity variation caused by the moving camera. Practical tests show better results than the tests done by image subtraction methods, but the method did not solve the problem of the shadows of moving objects.
It is still necessary to design a method which is able to model shadows as well as foreground and background objects and also work in real time.
APPROACH TO ROBUST SEGMENTATION
For robust car tracking, our method should perform accurate segmentation of the foreground objects from background objects and shadows. We employ HMMs to deal with three different categories including the shadows of vehicles. The use of HMMs has two main advantages that were not found in previous methods. First, an HMM is a suitable model to incorporate temporal continuity. Temporal continuity here means that a pixel belongs to a certain category for a period of time. If a pixel belongs to the foreground (a vehicle) at a given moment, it is likely that the pixel will still belong to the foreground (the same vehicle) at the next time step. Traditional background models based on intensities perform poorly when intensity differences among categories are small. In consideration of the fact that the temporal continuity of each category is very important, especially in case of almost no intensity differences among categories, we utilize HMMs (1D HMMs) to incorporate the temporal continuity of each category along a time-axis. 1D HMMs need less model parameters (than 2D HMMs do), which reduces learning computation costs. This is desirable for a real-time tracking system. The context-dependence among neighboring pixels or regions is incorporated in the segmentation phase. Second, it is not necessary to provide specific data for learning. This is because HMMs are able to learn the observation distributions for different hidden states from an ordinary image sequence. This property is particularly important for traffic monitoring sequences. Since all the three intensity distributions (for p, f, and ) have a large amount of overlap, it is difficult to find a robust way to learn these distributions separately.
In addition to the adoption of the HMM technology, we also developed ways to make our method more robust, especially to extract the foreground objects more reliably. The first, is to use two kinds of observation symbols: intensities and high frequency wavelet coefficients. The two values are observed at any time these two series of observations depend on an underlying unobservable process which explains the transitions among hidden categories f, , and p. Details are described in Section 4.5. The second, is to use a constrained HMM. Among all the category transitions, specific transition is prohibited. Details are described in Section 4.5. The third, is to take the context-dependence among nearby regions into account during the segmentation phase. Details are described in Section 4.6. Experimental results on real-world motorway sequences show that this method makes it possible to accurately segment the image into three categories, as described in Section 5.
IMPLEMENTATION

The Hidden Markov Model
To design a suitable model for traffic monitoring, we investigated the intensity variations of three categories at a given pixel first (see Fig. 1 ). Except in the case of congested traffic, the background distribution occupies the main area of the distribution at a given pixel. The shadow has of course a lower intensity than the background. However, the distributions of f, , and p are not independently separated but partially overlap each other. According to the Fig. 1 , the distributions of the shadow and background can be approximated by Gaussian densities. As to the foreground, the simplest reasonable model is a uniform probability density since the density of vehicles covers a large range of gray-values and does not depend on a given location. We also use high frequency wavelet coefficients as the second observation. In the same way that we deal with the intensities, we also approximate the distributions of the second observation for the background and shadow by Gaussian densities the distribution of the foreground as a uniform probability density. Moreover, for background and shadow, we treat two observations as a single two-dimensional feature vector. Thus, each distribution is actually modeled as a two-dimensional Gaussian-mixture density. These approximations lead to less learning computation time.
Let S fS b ; S s ; S f g be the states corresponding to three categories. The parameters of the HMM [14] , notated as fA; B; g, are specified in our particular problem as follows:
. Initial state distribution:
.
State transition matrix:
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The mean vectors are denoted by i i I ; i P and the covariance matrices by
where the subscripts 1 and 2 mean the first and second observations, respectively. On the other hand, the distribution for foreground has density
Observations
The observation symbols are a series of the values observed during the target movie. The observations depend on an underlying unobservable process which explains the transitions among the hidden categories f, , and p. In principle, the proposed method can allocate one set of HMM parameters to each pixel location. However, we assume that a nonoverlapped small block with equal size (k Â k pixels), called an HMM region, has a set of HMM parameters. In the learning phase, the model parameters for each HMM region are estimated from a learning sequence. While in the segmentation phase, one series of optimal states is found for each HMM region over time. This assumption leads to a reduction of the number of HMMs, which contributes to considerably less computation time.
For the intensity observations, we use the outputs of a k Â k mean filter instead of using the gray-level intensities directly in order to reduce noise. However, experiments show that the discrimination of dark-colored vehicles from shadows using only the intensity observations is difficult. To distinguish foreground objects from shadows reliably, we employ high frequency wavelet coefficients as the second observation. The introduction of this observation is based on the idea that the variance of wavelet coefficients in high frequency bands should be small for and f, but large for p. This is because the foreground objects are generally sharply focused and have more details within the objects than the out-of-focus background and shadow regions [18] . The second observation is calculated as the variance of the wavelet coefficients in LH, HL, and HH bands. In our current implementation, Daubechies wavelet transformation N P is adopted [4] . We treat two observations as a single two-dimensional feature vector, as described in Section 4.1.
Baum-Welsh Reestimation Formulae
We learn the unknown HMM parameters by use of an EM algorithm. EM algorithms perform an iterative computation of maximum likelihood estimation when the observed data are incomplete [5] . The aim of parameter learning is to find the model parameter which maximizes Lx; logpxj for a given set x of observed data. A special case of the EM algorithm, BaumWelsh algorithm [1] , is applied to learn unknown model parameters. It produces a sequence of estimates for , given a set of observed data x, so that each estimate i has a greater value of logpxj than the preceding estimate iÀI . The reestimation formulae for , A and B are defined as follows:
where t i rS i t tjV ; and t i; j rS i t t; S j t t IjV ;
are auxiliary probabilities that can be efficiently calculated by the so-called forward-backward algorithm [14] . V fv I ; :::; v T g is a sequence of observation symbols. The model parameters are reestimated using (3)- (6) until the likelihood stabilizes. Experiments show that 10 reestimations seem to function well and allow a reasonable time of computation.
Parameter Initialization
As the learning algorithm leads to a local maximum, it is important to choose appropriate initial HMM parameters. To set initial parameters properly, time constants b , s , and f are defined as the typical duration time in which a pixel belongs to f, , and p. Also, let b , s , and f be the proportions of the time spent in f, , and p with b s f I. A reasonable set of initial parameters for the state transition matrix can be chosen as
The initial probability is chosen to be
The initial parameter for b can be estimated by the mode of intensities or the wavelet coefficients at a given HMM region since b ) s and b ) f . The covariance matrix AE b is determined empirically, as estimating AE b from data is not a stable way even if the traffic is not very heavy. The initial parameters for s I and s II are selected based on the assumption that the intensity of the shadow is lower than that of the background. Approximating the support of a Gaussian as À P; ; P; , s I and s II can be chosen so that the shadow distribution support goes from H to the upper limit of the background distribution support, i.e., 
Improvement of the Model
The HMM is at first considered as an ergodic model in which every state can be reached in a single step from every other state. The validity of this assumption is examined by inspection of the learned parameters. For investigations, we use a thirty-second motorway sequence (see a frame image in Fig. 1d ) to learn the model parameters. The parameters are estimated at an HMM region at the center of the left lane, where there is almost no state transition between p and during the whole sequence. For simplicity, only intensities with a Q Â Q mean filter are used for the observation the second observation is not used here. The learned moments are . Thus, it seems there is no confusion between f and f; pg. On the other hand, the shadows of vehicles almost do not appear at this position, but s % W was obtained. However, this is not a serious problem because, in the learning sequence, there is always a dark part in front of a vehicle.
The problem is that f % IU is much shorter than the average time actually spent in p ( " f QI). Wind-screens of cars are usually darker than the rest of the vehicle and are easily classified as shadow in the learning process. Since a car is learned as two or more separated foreground units, f is under-estimated. To solve this problem, we consider an HMM that is not fully connected: namely, a fs H. Experiments show this assumption is reasonable for all used traffic monitoring sequences. The state transition matrix estimated with the constrained model in the same HMM region of the identical learning sequence becomes The probability a ff (and, thus, f ) has been increased to 0.952003, which implies f % PI. Figs. 2c and 2d show the probabilities of being in state p using the ergodic and constrained models, respectively. The constrained model categorizes four cars out of five as whole entities which are all classified into separated units by the ergodic model.
Thus, it is necessary to modify the model according to assumption a fs H.
State Estimation
In the segmentation phase, an ªoptimalº state is found for each HMM region. Given the observation sequence, several criteria for selecting an optimal state sequence may be used. In view of tracking, the basic requirement for the state estimation is to work in real time. Namely, we cannot adopt a criterion that uses the whole sequence of observations as the Viterbi algorithm does [17] , [6] . One solution is to maximize the joint probability of the state at time t and the past observation fv I ; :::; v t g, under the model , i.e., rgmxf t kg rgmxfrv I ; F F F ; v t ; S k t tjg; IH However, this criterion does not incorporate context-dependence among HMM regions. For example, an p state is highly unlikely to exist in isolation surrounded by f regions. To take this important consideration into account, we estimate a state with a criterion rgmxfrv I ; F F F ; v t ; S k t tj rQ i;j j x i;j g; II where rQ i;j j x i;j means the probability of the state being Q i;j at region i; j, under the conditions that the state set x i;j is observed at neighborhood x i;j of region i; j. We define rQ i;j j x i;j as
where D is a normalization constant and is a parameter that denotes the strength of the context-dependence between HMM regions. The function #Q i;j Y x i;j is selected as (11) can be solved by the forward procedure alone [1] . Since these criteria are defined recursively, it is possible to perform the state estimation in real time using (10) or (11).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the experimental results that are all obtained under the constrained model with a fs H. Several 30 second sequences are used for the experiments. Although the traffic density and light conditions of these sequences do not change much, the typical duration times spent in f, p, and might be quite different from each other. The results we discuss here are obtained with respect to an area in the right lane, where all categories are observed. Without loss of generality, the following descriptions are also true of other areas in the image. The area is composed of IV Â PV HMM regions and each region has R Â R pixel size (see Fig. 1d ). Some results are given in Fig. 3 . To make the explanation straightforward, we roughly divide the cars into light, dark, and gray ones.
First, we consider the light cars. The first row in Fig. 3 shows six successive images of a light car at three-field intervals. The corresponding classification results are given in the second row, where two observations are used and (10) is adopted as the optimization criterion. The light car is clearly distinguished from other categories, even if context-dependence is not used. This means light cars stand out distinctly from background objects and shadows.
By ªdark cars,º we mean the cars whose intensities are not so different from those of shadows. Dark cars are particularly problematic since they are easily confused with shadows by the tracker. The HMM using only the intensity observation allows definition of light cars in a robust way, but the model does not work well for dark cars. Part of a dark car is more likely to be classified as shadow. This is because the distributions of different categories overlap, namely, the gray-value of an HMM region that belongs to p (a dark car) also falls in the support of the shadow distribution and, moreover, the probability of the foreground is very low.
Introducing the second observation contributes to the robustness of foreground object recognition. With a 2D feature vector composed of the two observation symbols, the area proportion where the densities of different categories overlap becomes less than the area proportion with a 1D feature vector. Thus, the Bayes risk is reduced. To confirm effectiveness, we test a sequence in the same area by using intensity alone and by using wavelet coefficients together with intensities as the observations. The results with 1D and 2D features for a dark car (see the third row) are shown in the fourth and fifth rows, respectively. Equation (10) is used in both cases for state estimation. In the fourth row, only the light portions such as the roof and lamps are classified as foreground. A larger percentage of the dark car stands out more in the fifth row than in the fourth row. The sixth row is also the result of the same images. The difference from the fifth row is that we adopt (11) as the optimization criterion rather than (10) . The state estimation based on (11) is applied to the area of interest in raster order and repeated three times. By incorporating the measure of the context-dependence, the results are improved.
Some results concerning the ªgray carº are shown in the remaining images of Fig. 3 . The images are shown in the seventh row. The results based on individual HMM regions are shown in the eighth row the results with the context-dependence among HMM regions are shown in the last row. A similar misclassification problem also occurs with gray cars because the distribution of gray cars overlaps with the distribution of the background. However, since the variance of the background is usually much smaller than that of the shadow, the risk of a gray car being confused with the background is lower, as seen in Fig. 3 .
The state estimation process has been implemented on an SGI O2 R5000 SC 180 entry-level desktop workstation and is able to run at the field-rate of 50 Hz (real time). Some video clips including these results are provided on our web page at URL http:// www.watanabe.nuie.nagoya-u.ac.jp/member/jien/demo.htm.
CONCLUSION
We proposed a new HMM-based segmentation method which is able to model shadows as well as foreground and background regions. A considerable advantage of this model is that this model performs accurate segmentation of foreground objects out of background objects and shadows, as seen in Fig. 3 . The model also enables the tracker to perform the state estimation in real time because the state estimation is based only on the past observation and the estimation criterion is defined recursively. Another advantage is that, unlike other approaches, it is no longer necessary to provide specific data for training. All the HMM parameters are estimated by the EM algorithm from an ordinary video sequence.
Our contrived techniques are especially useful for reliable extraction of the foreground objects. First, the state estimation algorithm is developed to perform context-dependent classification. By incorporating the measure of the context-dependence, the results are improved significantly. Second, introducing the second observation contributes to the robustness of foreground object recognition. Though the high frequency wavelet coefficients are effective for traffic monitoring movies, the choice of filters is open to further discussion. Finally, the constrained model imposes temporal continuity constraints on the foreground objects and contributes to the robustness of foreground object detection.
Based on the experimental results, we can see our proposed method works as a low-level car tracker. Since this low-level tracker runs comfortably in real time, it also offers the possibility of being used as a low-level component for a high-level tracking approach [8] .
